Tracking any moving object is certainly a challenging task. It becomes considerably more complicated as the number of object increases. For such a system, the utilization of some sensors working collaboratively will give a distinct advantage. In the work presented here, the problem of a visual tracking system developed for a multitarget multicamera environment, is considered and a solution based on joint algorithm between random set theory and distributed estimation process is proposed. The complexity of an object tracking system emerges from the uncertainties present in the system, such as noise, clutter, occlusion, ambiguous object movement, changes of object appearance, etc. In order to handle these hurdles, particle filter algorithm based on recursive Bayesian filtering approach is employed to perform the logical inferencing process, and random set theory is used to manage the multitarget nature of the system, while distributed computation mechanism is applied to handle many sensors operated in the area of investigation. The performance of proposed algorithm is examined using real video data captured from two UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) flown at 52 m height. The results show that the tracking system successfully detects and tracks the targets.
Introduction
Main purpose of a target tracking system is to determine the position, and other movement characteristics of a specific moving object. The essential building block of this system is a filter to perform the recursive state estimation process. Various algorithms have been developed to deal with the process of defining the target states. There is no 'one-size-fits-all' solution, hence the tracking algorithm should be selected in accordance with its application.
In case of linear Gaussian problem, Kalman filter [1] would be the best option as the optimal recursive Bayesian estimator. This method was formulated more than 50 years ago, and has been widely applied in the fields of control and signal processing area. However, for a nonlinear non-Gaussian problem, which would be the best model for the real physical system, nonlinear filtering approach should be considered to give optimal performance. Nonlinear filtering techniques were performed using several approaches, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Gelb [3] gave a thorough explanation about the application of Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) which performs the linearization and Gaussian approximation for such a nonlinear non-Gaussian system, which is suitable for a unimodal system. In a multimodal system, EKF would fail to give good performance. Hence, other reliable nonlinear filtering methods were developed, such as Particle Filter which uses a large number of random Monte Carlo samples in order to solve the intractable analytical solution encountered in the Bayesian formula.
Many practical applications require the tracking system to detect and track several object of interests. The first multitarget tracking algorithm was published in 1970s by Donald B. Reid [4] using Multiple Hypotheses Tracking (MHT) and has been cited by thousand other publications. MHT calculates the probabilities of each data-association hypothesis every time each measurement is received, and employs the Kalman Filter to estimate the target states. Limited by Kalman filter assumptions, MHT could not operate in a nonlinear non-Gaussian environment. Other main drawback of MHT is the increasing size of data association hypotheses as the number of object increases, causing the computational costs to intensify. Hence, many algorithms were developed afterwards. The most recent progress of the algorithm is the adoption of Mahler's Finite Set Statistics (FISST) [5] which employs the theory of Random Finite Sets (RFS) into the framework of multitarget tracking. Its main idea is to represent multi-target state and measurement as a single meta-state and a single metaobservation, respectively. Ba Ngu Vo et.al. [6] gave a detailed explanation on the mathematical formula applied in RFS-based multitarget filtering. Santosh Nannuru [7] applied the RFS theory in a multitarget tracking system for a specific type of sensors, namely superpositional sensors, and examined the algorithm in a simulated acoustic sensor network and in a radio frequency tomography application. The work performed in [7] is different with this research work, considering that the type of sensor used in this work is camera which capture visual information of the object to be tracked. A camera is a visual sensor which has limited Field of View (FOV). Thus, the implementation of some numbers of camera in a multitarget tracking system would give an obvious benefit due to its wider area of coverage. These sensors along with their respective processors would cooperatively estimate the targets' states. Murtaza Taj et.al. [8] applied the distributed algorithm using Fusion Center (FC) to track multiple target, by sending local measurement from each sensors to the FC and the FC computes the final estimate. The disadvantage of FC-based approach is that the whole system reliability would depend fully on the FC, and when FC experiences failure then the whole system will collapse. Other weakness of this FC-based approach is that the system is required to perform a table re-routing protocol whenever the network topology changes. Distributed scheme such as Distributed Particle Filter [9] is developed to alleviate these problems by dispersing the estimation computation tasks on some processors. However, the work presented in [9] addresses the problem of DPF for only one single target, examined in a numerical simulation. Therefore, this paper is aimed to expand the application of DPF for multiple target visual tracking system examined in the real video data.
This paper is proposing the application of joint algorithm between Random Finite Set (RFS) and Distributed Particle Filter (DPF) for a multitarget multicamera tracking system. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the basic algorithm of Particle Filter. The multitarget data association method and basic theory of Random Finite Sets applied for multitarget filtering are described in Section 3. In Section 4, Distributed Particle Filter algorithm is briefly explained. The proposed joint algorithm between RFS and DPF for a multitarget multicamera tracking system is elucidated in Section 5, along with the simulation results and the system performance analysis. Finally, conclusions are stated in Section 6.
Particle Filter
In Bayesian perspective, dynamic state estimation is performed by constructing posterior probability density function (pdf) of the state based on all available measurements. This pdf represents all statistical information regarding the target states. The algorithm of Particle Filter and its variants are explained in a paper by Arulampalam [10] . The main idea of Particle Filter is to represent the posterior density by a set of weighted random samples and update this representation with respect to the subsequent measurements received by the system.
Figure 2. Particle propagation in estimating target states
In order to define the object tracking problem, two models are used : system model to describe the state evolution over time, and measurement model which relates the noisy measurement to the state. System model :
Equations (1) and (2) along with the statistical assumptions determine a probabilistic formulation of the system model by the state transition pdf ( | −1 ) and of the measurement model by the likelihood function ( | ). Here, x k and z k denote the target state and measurement, respectively, with k as the time index. g k and h k are non-linear, time-varying functions; v k and n k are i.i.d process noise and measurement noise, respectively. Process noise enables the system to take into account any mismodeling effects or unexpected disturbances in the target motion model. The main goal is to construct the posterior pdf ( | 1: ) at time k , which could be obtained recursively in two stages : prediction and update.
Prediction stage :
(3) ( | −1 ) is the transitional density which represents the probabilistic model of the state evolution and defines the knowledge of the system model (1) . In this stage, we get the prior pdf of the state ( | 1: −1 ) and will be updated once the measurement is received.
Updating stage :
Discrete weighted approximation of the true pdf :
Observation density
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where ( | 1: ) is the posterior pdf of the states. In a nonlinear non-Gaussian system, equations (3) and (4) are analytically intractable. To solve this problem, Particle Filter use Monte Carlo sampling approach which results in a sum of I dirac δ function called 'particles' centered in ( ) =1 , with each corresponding weights ( ) =1 , where i is the particle index, and I is the number of particles. This method spreads the particles along the sample space to get {x 0: , } =1 denoting particles with corresponding probability weights . The state estimation process is performed using this basic algorithm [10] :
 Particles are drawn from a chosen proposal density q(x), in the region of "importance" which has high probability of target presence. In case of SIR (Sampling Importance Resampling) Particle Filter, the importance / proposal density is chosen to be the transitional prior (x |x −1 ) :
~ denotes 'distributed as', which means particles are distributed according to the transitional density function. Hence, the discrete weighted approximation of the true posterior pdf can be defined as : (6) and the associated weights can be formulated as :
When the proposal density is the transitional prior, as stated in equation (5), then equation (7) can be re-written as :
Group of particles adapts and evolves with time and incoming measurements, with the number of particles in each subregion of the state space reflects the probability of finding the true state in that region. When the number of particles I  ∞, equation (6) represents the equivalent description of the true posterior pdf of the state, yielding a very high computational expense. Therefore, number of particles is set to be sufficient to get optimal filtering performance.
 Variance of the importance weights is increasing over time, and after a few iterations, all but one particle will have insignificant weights causing the degeneracy phenomena. This means that a large computational effort is spent to update particles which have low contribution to the posterior approximation ( | ) . Resampling method is used to alleviate this problem by eliminating particles with low importance weights and concentrating on particles that have large weights. This step is performed by generating a new set particles { * , 1/ } from the old samples { , }. These new particles { * } are obtained by resampling times from an approximate discrete representation given by equation (6) . The new weights would now be reset to = 1/ for all = 1, … , .
 Resampling is applied at every time index, and for SIR particle filter where the proposal density is the transitional prior (x |x −1 ) equation (8) would be :
The particle weights are approximated using the likelihood function.
 Now, we have the discrete approximation of the posterior pdf ( | 1: ) ≈ ∑ (x − x ) =1 . In case of SIR particle filter, samples are generated from the transitional prior x ~ (x |x −1 ) and the resampling method chosen to be systematic resampling which is performed at every time index with the weights ∝ ( | ). Knowledge of this approximated posterior pdf could be used to compute a state estimate, such as using the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) or Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) criterions.
The MMSE estimate is the conditional mean of :
And the MAP estimate is the maximum of ( | ) :
Multitarget Tracking
Multiple targets give additional difficulty to the overall tracking system by devoting the need to assign each incoming measurement to a specific target track. These measurements are assigned to the track with which it has the highest probability of association. The biggest computation expense is substantially spent on calculating these probabilities of association. One of the earliest association mechanism is the nearest-neighbor (NN) technique, which performs scanning through all tracks from each time steps and do the track deletion to those with low probability of association with recent measurement. As depicted in Figure 3 , NN method calculates distance from measurement to each predicted position. In this example, the measurement will be assigned to track number 2 due to its nearest distance [11] .
Figure 3. Nearest Neighbour Method
Another method is Multiple Hypotheses Tracking [4] which retains a history of track branchings with the purpose to decide which branch to be pruned away once the true branch is confirmed. Figure 4 illustrates how MHT identifies two hypotheses of possible tracks and assesses these hypotheses when the new measurement is received. Hypotheses that fails to be validated by the next measurement has to be deleted, as hypotheses 2 in Figure 4 . The approach of 'track splitting' which is applied by the nearest neighbor and MHT techniques is aimed to manage the ambiguous measurements originating from multiple targets. Main problem of these methods is that when the process of assignment is incorrect, the following analysis will be rigorously inaccurate. Not to mention the computational costs incurred, as each new measurement received by the system would be compared with every potential track to check whether they are correlated. In order to solve the association problem for n tracks with n measurements, the system would spend the effort proportional to n 2 to verify which pairs are associated. This would certainly become a demanding task as the number of object increases. In order to avoid the n 2 bottleneck and reduce the number of calculations being performed, the gating process which apply a certain criteria and do the preliminary screening task is used to determine the trackmeasurement pairs. Only surviving associations would be evaluated much further. This gating approach which is performed by Joint Probabilistic data Association (JPDA) algorithm [12] makes this method computationally efficient comparing to NN and MHT. However, JPDA could only handle a fixed known number of targets. The most recent development in multitarget tracking is the introduction of Random Finite Set (RFS) theory. In a single target tracking system, weighted particles are propagated recursively over time to get prior pdf and updated to obtain posterior pdf at each time step. A multitarget tracking system involves a more complex circumstance, due to the fact of timevarying target appearance and disapperarance. Basic concept of RFS in multitarget tracking is to represent the multitarget state as a single meta-state and multitarget observation as a single meta observation, which can be symbolized as finite subsets and , respectively.
Multitarget states :
These representations indicate that at time k there are M(k) targets located at ,1 , … , , ( ) , with Y(k) number of observations. ℱ( ) denotes the collection of all finite subsets of the space E. In a multitarget system, uncertainty is depicted by modeling multitarget state and multitarget observation as RFS Ξ and Σ , respectively.
Ξ identifies all aspects of multitarget motion, and analogous to single target system, it can be defined by the multitarget transition density ( | −1 ). Here, denotes the RFS of surviving targets, describes targets spawned from −1 , and Γ is the RFS of targets which appear spontaneously at time k. While RFS Ω represents all sensor characteristics, and analogous to single target likelihood function, it can be defined by the multitarget likelihood ( | ). Similar to equation (3) and (4) in a single target case, multitarget recursive Bayesian filter can be defined as :
where is a dominating measure on ℱ( ) which describes the unnormalised distribution of Poisson point process. In order to solve the above equations which are computationally intractable, an approximation to the multitarget Bayes filter known as the Probability Hypotheses Density (PHD) filter [6] is performed. The key idea is to approximate the multitarget posterior density by its first order statistical moments and propagate it with the PHD filter. Probability Hypotheses Density (PHD) is an intensity function notifying the expected position of the targets. In RFS, integrating PHD over a specific region would inform the cardinality of a set, or in a tracking application this yields number of targets present in a region. The local maxima of the intensity function can be used to generate estimates of the states.
where |Ξ ∩ | denotes the cardinality of a set in a region R , and Ξ ( ) denotes the PHD of a RFS Ξ. Prediction and update steps of PHD filtering can be defined by the equations below [6] .
Prediction step :
(20)
Particle Filter-based Multitarget Multicamera Tracking System where is the intensity function of the spontaneous birth RFS  k . And the notation | −1 ( , −1 ) is equivalent to the state transition probability with the previous state x k-1 , e k|k-1 denotes the probability of surviving targets at time k, while  k|k-1 represents the intensity function of the RFS that a target is spawned from the previous state x k-1 .
Update step :
where : ( ) = the intensity function of the clutter ( ) = missing detection probability
, with r k is the average number of clutter points per scan, and c k is the probability distribution of each clutter point. In estimating PHD at time k, D k|k , PHD filter is using an assumptions that each target evolves and generates observations independently of each other, and the clutter RFS and the predicted multi-target RFS are Poisson-distributed. Resampling process is performed to alleviate the weight degeneracy phenomena, by eliminating low weight particles and concentrate on particles with high probability of true state. Different with single target particle filter in which total particle weight is normalized to 1, multitarget RFS-based particle PHD filter computes the total mass ̃= ∑̃( )
. After rescaling the weights with ̃ ,
is attained which represents the weighted approximation of the posterior PHD at time k. Figure 5 above shows the propagation of PHD particles and the process of approximated posterior PHD calculation.
Distributed Particle Filter
Visual tracking system uses camera as its sensor to observe the environment. The fact that camera has limited Field of View (FoV), thus restricting the system perceivability, makes the use of multicamera in a tracking system worthwhile, due to its ability to widen the area of coverage. However, the circumstance becomes more complicated as the system has to take into account the collaboration mechanism among sensors. Basically, there are two main approaches in multisensor tracking method, namely : centralized and decentralized. In a centralized system, there exists a fusion center whose task is to gather information from all surrounding sensors in order to perform the state estimation computation process. While in a decentralized mode, some or all sensors take part in performing the state estimation computation. Each of these approaches has their own advantages and disadvantages.
This research work uses decentralized Distributed Particle Filter (DPF) algorithm to manage the collaborative works between sensors in performing the estimation process engaging some or all of the agents in the system. 'Agent' can be defined as an entity consists of some or all of the following components: sensor, communication interface, processing unit, and actuator [8] . Basic concept of DPF is to perform local particle filtering using measurements available in each agents and interact with other agents to cooperatively estimate certain global parameters or states.
Prediction stage
Updating stage
PHD approximation at time k-1 :
Predicted PHD at time k : In its implementation, target emits a signal which will be sensed by the agents, and this locally available information will be distributed throughout the network or a pertinent part thereof. Then, the information from each and other agents will be used to calculate certain parameters or states estimates. The algorithm of DPF is explained thoroughly in a paper by Ondrej Hlinka et.al. (8) .
Assuming a distributed AN consisting of N agents, and at time k, agent n observes a local measurement vector , with the local measurement model defined as :
where , denotes a local measurement noise, and the global (all agents) measurement vector as in (2) is now given by ≜ ( ,1 , … , , ) which represents the collection of all local measurement vectors. The global likelihood function ( | ) is the product of each agent local likelihood function which is implied in equation (28). Main goal of DPF algorithm is to estimate the state based on all or a relevant subset of agents n and the estimation results should be available at each or a relevant subset of agents.
Based on the data type which is communicated between agents, DPF can be categorized into several variants (8) . And this research work is using the consensus-based decentralized DPF where all agents in the network perform particle filtering simultaneously and possess the global estimate. The basic concept of consensus-based decentralized DPF is to establish an agreement on certain global quantities across all agents. Then, each agent will use these quantities to define a local approximate particle representation of the global posterior ( | 1: ). This requires local communications between neighboring agents. The algorithm is robust to agent failures since every single agent has the information of the global posterior.
In the algorithm of consensus-based calculation of particle weights, it is assumed that a synchronized pseudo-random number generator generates identical sets of particles { ( ) } =1 at each agent. Then, the algorithm performs a distributed computation of global particle weights ( ) using local weight information , ( ) . Using equation (28), we can see that the global weight for i-th particle is proportional to the product of the local likelihood functions evaluated at ( ) , and this could be explained further using the following formula : Figure 6 . Each agent has identical sets of particle and information about the posterior density
For every particle ( ) , one consensus algorithm is performed to calculate an approximation ̃( | ( ) ) of the average ( | ( ) ) ≜ 1 ∑ =1 ( , | ( ) ) , thus we can obtain the following equations :
Approximation of the global weights are obtained by performing normalization to equation (30) :
This approximate global weight which is available at each agent is used to compute the posterior pdf of the states.
Multitarget Multicamera Tracking System
This paper proposes the application of joint algorithm between Random Finite Set (RFS) theory and Distributed Particle Filter (DPF) in multitarget multicamera tracking system. RFS is applied to manage multiple object present in the system while DPF is used to manage collaborative works between several cameras placed in the area of investigation. Type of sensor used in this work uses visual information of the object to recognize and detect the target, and color is selected as the distinctive visual feature to perform the object detection task. Therefore, the proposed joint algorithm explained below has taken into account the Random Finite Set theory as multitarget filtering method, consensus-based Distributed Particle Filter (DPF) calculation of particle weights as multicamera tracking algorithm, and color-based Particle Filter as object detection method. The mathematical formula proposed in this research is aimed to give weights to particles and has considered the application of RFS, DPF and color-based PF methods in its derivation.
Random Finite Sets (RFS)
As already stated in Section 3, particles in RFS method are given weights using equation (26). This equation can be re-written in a complete form as in equation (32).
(32)
Distributed Particle Filter (DPF)
In order to manage the collaborative work between sensors, consensus-based calculation of particle weights, which is the variant of Distributed Particle Filter (DPF) algorithm, is used in this work. Particles in DPF are given weights using equation (30), as stated in Section 4.
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Color-based Particle Filter Visual information as the distinctive feature to detect the target has to be considered in the process of state computation. This work uses color information to determine whether an object is the searched target or not. An ellipse will be given for a specific region notifying the object of interest, and will be defined its color histogram information. This ellipse is considered as 'particle' which will be spreaded around the object of interest to determine its exact position.
In order to verify an object as the searched target, the hypotheses histograms are compared with the reference histogram, resulting in Bhattacharyya distance which measures how similar the object with the searched target, as described in the following figure.
Hypotheses Histogram
Reference Histogram where p is the hypotheses histogram and q is the reference histogram. Equation (35) is the likelihood function which will be used in calculating the state estimates.
Proposed Joint Algorithm
Using the above equations, we can define the mathematical formulation for the proposed joint algorithm between RFS and DPF in order to manage the multitarget multi-camera tracking system. Using equations (28) and (35), we have the following equation : Lenni Yulianti, et al.
Substituting equation (32) with (36), we can have the following formula which will be used to give weights to particles. This proposed mathematical formulation has considered the application of RFS, DPF and color information as the object detection methods.
In order to examine the proposed joint algorithm using equation (37) to give weights to particles, the following simulation is performed using real video data which was captured from UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles). Two UAVs were flown at 52 m height, and equipped with cameras to obtain traffic data which contains information on moving car with specific color characteristic. The distance between the UAVs is 10 m apart. 
where v 1, and v 2, is the process noise, with standard deviation 1, = 2, = 0.35. T=1 is the sampling period. The survival probability of an existing target is e k|k-1 = 0,95, and it is considered to be no spawning. The probability of detection is assumed to be almost unity, 0.99. In the updating stage, equation (36) is used to weight the particles. In this work, each UAV is considered as an 'agent', by which in DPF algorithm these agents possess the results of target state estimates. UAV 1 is considered as agent 1, and UAV 2 is considered as agent 2. Figures 9 and 10 below show the tracking result by which the particles' weights are calculated using the proposed equation (37). Results in each video data have considered the sensor measurement from both UAVs.
Simulation results for agent 1 : 10 show the simulation results for the proposed algorithm. From the data recorded, which are about 14 minutes, we selected the traffic data which show some moving cars with same color characteristic. And in this case, white cars are chosen to be detected and tracked. Since the two UAVs have slightly different time in recording the video data, the initial frame number to be processed is different. For the data captured by UAV 1, the initial frame is frame-269, while for the data captured by UAV 2, the initial frame is frame-213. This initial frame is determined when the white car is viewed in the scene. The left pictures in Figures 9 and 10 show the particles distribution in the form of red ellipses spreaded around the object with the object located in the center of the elliptic region. The pixel histogram of these ellipses are the hypotheses histograms which will be compared to the target/reference histogram in order to verify whether the object is the searched target or not. The reference histogram is obtained from the chosen object in the initial frame. The result of these histogram comparisons, in form of Bhattacharyya distances d is shown in Figure 11 , and will be used in the calculation of the particle weight. Particles along with their respective weights will determine the probability of finding the true state in a region. The higher the value, the more probable the target resides. In this research work, the particles' weights are assigned using equation (37).
The right pictures in Figure 9 and 10 show the target state estimate which is calculated as the mean state of the particle distribution. In a consensus-based DPF, each agent performs local particle filtering using its own and neighbouring agent measurements to calculate an approximation of the global posterior. So, each agent has the final result of the state estimation calculation. These results, represented by the black plus (+) signs, are shown in the right pictures of Figures 9 and 10 . Figure 9 shows the tracking result for the data captured from UAV 1, for frame number 269, 274, 279, and 284. While Figure 10 shows the tracking result for the data captured from UAV 2 for frame number 213, 218, 223, and 228. These figures show that the system has successfully detected and tracked the white cars moving in the scene. Particle Filter-based Multitarget Multicamera Tracking System Figure 11 shows the values of Bhattacharyya distance which measure the difference between the reference / target histogram and the hypotheses / candidate histogram. d = 0 indicates the 'perfect match', while d = 1 indicates the opposite. The graphs show the value of d for all particles in some frames. The value of d is the histogram distance measurement obtained from the camera sensors and will be used in the calculation of the likelihood function, as in the equation (35). This likelihood function is then used to give weights to particles as in equation (37). This formula has taken into account the application of Random Finite Set (RFS) theory in handling the multiple target moving in the scene, and consensus-based DPF in managing the collaborative works between sensors. Figures 11.a. and 11.b show the values of d for the data captured from UAV1, for frame number 269 and 274. Figures 11.c. and 11.d. show the values of d for the data captured from UAV2, for frame number 213 and 218. Figures 11.a. and 11 .c. show that for all particles, the values of d range from 0.25 to 0.5, which are low enough and indicates that the hypotheses histogram resembles the target histogram, so the system identifies the object as the searched target. While Figures 11.c. and 11.d. show that some particles in the left part of the graphs have low d values which range from 0.25 to 0.5, but then in the right part of the graphs, these values increase. High value in d indicates large distance between hypotheses histogram and reference histogram, which eventually give low weight to particles. In the resampling process, these low weight particles will be eliminated, so the system will only concentrate on high weight particles in the process of calculating the target states.
Simulation results show that the system is able to detect and track the white cars moving along the traffic flow. This fact is quantified in RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) as shown in Figure 12 . RMSE is used to examine the system performance, using the following formula :
where x k denotes the true target position in image field, and ̂ denotes the state estimated by the proposed algorithm. ( −̂) represents the difference (in pixel) between the true and the estimated position. These graphs below show the RMSE values for some consecutive frames.
For agent 1, as shown in Figure 12 a., it is shown that the average RMSE for target-1 is 4.3 pixel, and for target-2 : 4.6 pixel. For agent 2, as in Figure 12c ., it is shown that the average RMSE for target-1 is 4 pixel, and for target-2 : 3.5 pixel. While Figure 12 b. and 12 d. show the distance, in percentage, between the true and the estimated position divided by the image width, which show very low values and indicate that the estimated target location is very closed to the true target position. The performance of the proposed algorithm, in term of the RMSE value, shows that the system has successfully detected and tracked the target. c. d. Figure 12 . RMSE values a. Distance (in pixel) for agent 1 b. Distance (in%) for agent 1 c. Distance (in pixel) for agent 2 d. Distance (in%) for agent 2
Conclusions
This paper has demonstrated the performance of a new approach in a multitarget multicamera tracking system based on joint algorithm between Random Finite Sets (RFS) theory and Distributed Particle Filter (DPF). RFS theory leading to the implementation of particle Probability Hypotheses Density (PHD) filter offers an effective method to solve multitarget tracking problem by modeling the multitarget states and multitarget observation as a single meta-state and a single meta-observation, respectively. While consensus-based Distributed Particle Filter (DPF) is used to manage collaborative works among sensors. The performance of proposed joint algorithm is then examined through simulation using real video data captured from two UAVs flown at 52 m height. The simulation results show that the tracking system using the proposed joint algorithm is able to successfully detect and track white cars moving along the traffic flow, with relatively low RMSE value.
For further work, the proposed algorithm can be examined in a more complex scenario when more targets exist in the video scene. Future work also includes the integration of the proposed framework with other various object detection methods in order to perform a more accurate target identification. This research work uses only two agents in the DPF-based algorithm, and the utilization of more agents could be considered in the next research work. 
